Automatic topic discovery and tracking on web-shared videos can greatly benefit both web service providers and end users. Most of current solutions of topic detection and tracking were done on news and cannot be directly applied on web videos, because the semantic information of web videos is much less than that of news videos. In this paper, we propose a bipartite graph model to address this issue. The bipartite graph represents the correlation between web videos and their keywords, and automatic topic discovery is achieved through two steps -coarse topic filtering and fine topic re-ranking. First, a weight-updating co-clustering algorithm is employed to filter out topic candidates at a coarse level. Then the videos on each topic are re-ranked by analyzing the link structures of the corresponding bipartite graph. After the topics are discovered, the interesting ones can also be tracked over a period of time using the same bipartite graph model. The key is to propagate the relevant scores and keywords from the videos of interests to other relevant ones through the bipartite graph links. Experimental results on real web videos from YouKu, a YouTube counterpart in China, demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed methods. We report very promising results.
INTRODUCTION
Thanks to the fast advancement of multimedia technology and increasing availability of network bandwidth, the volume of web videos is growing explosively in the past several years. Further fueled by the social media in Web 2.0, online video-distributing websites are attracting more and more web users. For example, YouTube [7] , one of the most popular video-distributing websites in the world, announced that each day its users upload about 65,000 new videos and view more than 100 million videos [8] . In China, many YouTube-style video-distributing websites are emerging in the past two years, e.g. TuDou [10] , YouKu [9], 6Room [11] etc. Market analysis data indicates that the number of video-distributing websites in China has grown to 150 in just one year (2006) [24] . Quite a few of them are growing very fast. Let The large number of video-distributing websites results in a fast expanding web video pool. This, unfortunately, leads to several difficulties: 1) it is difficult for end users to find what they are interested in; 2) it is difficult for websites administrators to organize the massive databases; and 3) it is difficult for advertisers to select which video to use.
If "hot" topics can be discovered and tracked automatically, it will benefit all the three types of people above. For example, users can easily find videos on "hot" topics in nearby days, and review the topics' history and development.
Website administrators can automatically organize the videos and provide "value-added" services such as recommending relevant videos. Finally, topic tracking is useful for advertisers to analyze the relationship between the trace of topic development and the user behavior. Base on the analysis, the advertisers can decide on the most suitable type of advertisements and display them at the right time.
Topic detection and tracking is not a new field. But the domain has mostly been on news sources. Since NIST first proposed the problem of Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) in the 1990s [17] , a lot of work has been done. As the first effort, researchers proposed many approaches to detect and track topics on news documents [18] [19] [21] [22] [25] . Most of these methods are based on either vector space models [25] [22] or statistical models [18] [19] [21] . For example, Yang et al. [25] represented news documents as vectors of words weighted by term-frequency inverse-document-frequency (TF-IDF) and used cosine angle to measure their similarity. Larkey et al. [19] estimated news documents' relevance language model and measured their similarity based on the asymmetric clarity-adjusted divergence. In recent years, researchers turn to multi-channel news videos for topic tracking [4] [14] [15] [26] . Most researchers used automatic speech recognition (ASR) technology to obtain the textual information from videos' content as the basic feature. Then they fused other visual features to assist the text-based methods. For example, Kender et al. [15] incorporated both the visual concepts and temporal properties to measure the video similarity. Hsu et al. [4] fused low-level features and visual near-duplicates in addition to the visual concepts. Zhai et al. [26] used facial region information and key-frames' global affine matching results as visual features. The experiments show that for news videos the textual features carry most useful information and the visual features add only marginal improvement.
The previous text-based approaches are all one-direction models, which means that they treat textual information as features and use them to represent documents/videos. This one-way model works well on the text-rich domain but may fail on the textlimited area for it results in very sparse representations. News documents obviously contain a lot of words. TV news programs can also obtain enough textual information from the speech content by ASR, because the videos are professionally edited and are in good quality. However, the textual information in web videos is very limited. As most of the web videos are amateurmade with varying quality, the technology of ASR cannot be readily used to extract useful semantic information from the speech content. The only direct textual information is videos' title and a few tags (we call them keywords) annotated by their users. Even worse, the limited textual information can be noisy and unreliable for two reasons: First, some users will annotate some "hot" but irrelative tags to attract more viewers. For example, a movie named "黄金甲 (Golden Armor)" was very popular in China last year, and we found that some videos which were irrelevant to "黄金甲 (Golden Armor)" were also annotated with "黄金甲(Golden Armor)". Second, due to people's different background and the lingual ambiguity, similar content can be annotated differently, and different content may be given the same tags. For example, the videos on the topic "Super girl" -a very popular annual national singing contest in China, can be annotated "超女 (super-girl)" or " 超 级 (super)" " 女 声 (voice)" or " 超 级 (super)" "女生(girl)" . On the other hand, "超级(super)" may be used to annotate other videos which have nothing to do with "Super girl".
To summarize, while topic detection and tracking is not a new field, its domain has been on news document/videos in the past. The web videos bring in a lot of new challenges including less semantic content and more noisy data, as analyzed above.
In this paper, we are motivated to investigate the problem of topic discovery and tracking on web-shared videos from YouKu [9], one of the most popular video-distributing websites in China. In order to overcome the problem of limited and noisy textual information, we propose a bipartite graph model to utilize the bidirection correlation between the videos and the keywords. The basic idea is that the videos not only can be represented by keywords, but also can be used as features to propagate the textual information. The correlation structures between videos and keywords can also be analyzed to reduce the textual noise. Finally, the refined textual information in turn benefits and improves the performance of topic discovery and tracking. This framework forms an iterative feedback cycle.
The proposed framework is shown in Fig. 1 . The topic discovery is achieved by two steps -coarse topic filtering and fine topic reranking. First, the information-theoretic co-clustering [3] is employed to filter web video topics at a coarse level. This is an unsupervised algorithm which utilizes the co-occurrence table of the two modules in the bipartite graph and obtains the clusters of videos and keywords simultaneously. In order to reduce noisy keywords' influence, we propose a weight updating strategy, which assigns each keyword a weight to reflect its impact on the co-occurrence table and updates the weights iteratively based on the videos' clusters information. Then, the videos on the discovered topics are re-ranked by analyzing the bipartite graph's link structures, which can be implemented as an iterative reinforcement process. The re-ranking step can be treated as a fine topic filtering step, because based on the re-ranking results, websites organizers can recommend the top N videos to customers and remove the videos with the least relevance.
After the topics are discovered, the interesting ones can also be tracked over a period of time using the same bipartite graph model. The basic idea is to propagate the relevant scores from pre-defined videos and keywords to other relevant ones through the bipartite graph's links, which can be also achieved by an iterative reinforcement process. After convergence, the relevant videos will be ranked higher than irrelevant ones.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly discusses the bipartite graph model. The two steps of topic discovery -coarse topic filtering and fine topic re-ranking are described in Sections 3 and 4 respectively. The topic tracking algorithm is discussed in Section 5. We report experimental results in Section 6 and give concluding remarks in Section 7. 
BIPARTITE GRAPH MODEL
As the keywords of web videos are limited and noisy, it's essential to use the bi-direction correlation between videos and keywords to enrich the textual information: re-assigning the keywords' weights, propagating the semantic and removing the noise. Inversely, the enriched textual information will make the videos' representation more effective and improve the performance. For example, Video 1, 2, 3, 4 have similar content and their keywords are shown in Table 1 . If keywords are represented by using videos as shown in Table 2 , it's easy to get that the keywords "Rockets; Yao Ming; NBA; basketball" have close relationship, so although Video 4 doesn't have keyword "basketball", it can be also found when we track the topic.
In this paper, we propose a bipartite graph model to represent the correlation between videos and keywords as shown in Fig. 2 . There are two sets of nodes in the graph, which represent videos and keywords respectively. The links stand for the co-occur times between videos and keywords. The bipartite graph can be represented as a co-occurrence table C, of which the element C(v, t) is the times keyword t occurs in video v . 
Keywords Selection
Web videos' keywords are obtained from the titles and tags. For Chinese's characteristic, the titles and tags are parsed by a natural language processing (NLP) [12] tool first to unify the form and then the participle results compose the keywords set.
As many keywords are meaningless and noisy, they need to be selected first. The keywords are filtered through two processesword type filtering and mutual information filtering [4] . The 1 We translated the Chinese tags into English.
former process is to filter out the stop words and other words with ambiguous word types such as adjective, adverb, etc. The latter process measures the mutual information between videos and keywords and filters out the keywords with small information value. The measurement is as Equ. (1).
where t is the keyword, v is the video in the dataset. Actually, it has the same effect as removing the high-frequency and lowfrequency keywords. 
COARSE TOPIC FILTERING 3.1 Information-Theoretic Co-Clustering
Co-Clustering is a kind of unsupervised algorithms which utilize the duality between two modules. Some co-clustering approaches have been proposed in literatures. For example, the work [2] is based on the spectral graph partition while the work [3] utilizes information theory. In our approach, information-theoretic coclustering is adopted because it has less restriction and meets our needs.
Suppose there are m videos represented by a discrete random variable V whose value v is taken in the set {v 1 , v 2 , …, v m } and there are n keywords represented by the other discrete random variable T whose value t is taken in the set {t 1 , t 2 , …, t n }. Let p(V, T) denote the joint probability distribution between V and T. As V and T are both discrete, p(V, T) is in nature the m*n matrix, whose element is represented as p(v, t). In our case, such a matrix can be obtained from the co-occurrence table C easily.
Suppose the videos belong to k topics and the corresponding keywords belong to l clusters. Thus V and T need to be grouped into k and l clusters, denoting as {vc 1 , vc 2 , …, vc k }{tc 1 , tc 2 , …, tc l } respectively. These clusters could also be regarded as being generated by two discrete random variables VC and TC.
From the view of information theory, a fundamental quantity that measures the amount of information shared between V and T is the mutual information IM(V; T).
Work [3] indicates that an optimal co-clustering should minimize the loss of mutual information after clustering which satisfy Equ.
, arg min{ ( ; )
Towards the goal, work [3] proposes a four-step iterative coclustering algorithm which is proved to decrease the loss of mutual information monotonically and guarantee to converge to a local minimum. Thus it can be employed to cluster the videos and keywords simultaneously.
Weight Updating Strategy
In order to distinguish keywords' different effect values, our scheme considers their weights on the joint probability. Thus, the probability is calculated by Equ. (4).
where w(t) is the weight of t.
However, it is not easy to determine the weights before coclustering. Furthermore, the weights actually depend on videos from which we want to discover topics. Thus we propose a method to update the weights iteratively based on the correlation between videos and keywords.
The weights are updated based on the results of video clusters. The main idea is that if a keyword dominates in a video cluster, it must be an important word for a topic, so it should be assigned a larger weight; however, if a keyword dominates in many video clusters, it's a common word and its weight should be decreased. So the weight updating idea works like TF-IDF measurement in information retrieval, but it takes the videos clusters as documents instead.
Suppose f(t, vc i ) represents the frequency of keyword t in video cluster vc i .
N t vc f t vc where N t vc I v t vc
where I(v, t) equals to 1 if t occurs in the video v, 0 otherwise. |vc i | is the sum of all the keywords' occurrence in vc i . Let tf(t) denotes the maximal frequency of t, and df(t) denotes the number of video clusters t appears. Then the keywords' weights are updated as in Fig.  3 . The threshold thd 1 and thd 2 is set for reducing noise. The weightupdating co-clustering is shown in Fig. 4 . In practice, a few rounds of updates yield good results.
In general, the weight updating strategy employs the correlation between videos and keywords to increase the weights of "better" keywords and to reduce the weights of noisy keywords or even remove them. 2 remove t end if end for The numbers of video clusters k and the number of keyword clusters l are determined empirically by giving a range and selecting the optimal ones which minimize the mutual information, for the reason that the quality of a co-clustering is judged by the loss in mutual information [3] . 
Input

FINE TOPIC RE-RANKING 4.1 Topic Re-Ranking by Reinforcement Model
The step of weight-updating co-clustering is assigned to coarsely group videos with similar content together so as to filter out topic candidates. As the content of real web videos is abundant, the videos in one cluster would have different relevant scores to the topic. The cluster may even contain some irrelevant videos due to the impact of limited and noisy keywords. Thus, if videos with larger relevant degree can be ranked higher than the ones with smaller relevant degree, it will benefit both users' browsing and websites administrators' organization. It is also very convenient for web service providers to recommend the top N videos to users and remove the last ones. So topic re-ranking could be deemed as a fine topic filtering process as well. On the other hand, if the corresponding keywords are also ranked depending on their relevant scores, the web administrators can quickly get to know what the topic is about by looking through the top N keywords, which also benefits their organization. Therefore, videos and keywords' ranking is very important for topic discovery.
In this section, we propose a bipartite graph reinforcement model, which ranks the videos and keywords simultaneously based on the analysis of the bipartite graph link structures. The basic idea is that the most relevant keywords are the keywords which are used to annotate many relevant videos and the most relevant videos are the videos which are annotated by the most relevant keywords. This is a mutual reinforcement relationship, which can be represented by an iteration process. Thus, if each video and keyword is assigned a relevant score, their values can be calculated as Equ. (6).
where α, β are the weights ranging from 0 to 1. s k (t i ) is the relevant score of t i at iteration times k. nb(t i ) is the neighbor nodes of t i . Actually, if the videos and keywords' scores are joined to score vectors 
(1 )
The first row indicates that the videos' relevance propagates to keywords while the second row indicates the keywords' relevance propagates to videos. The reason for updating keywords' relevant scores first is that we consider keywords have more noise than videos.
In this reinforcement process, the initial relevant scores ST 0 and SV 0 are also taken account of. They can be set in two ways: to be the weights obtained from weight-updating co-clustering or to be uniform. The weights α, β indicate how much the initial values are relied on.
Comparison with HITS Algorithm
HITS (Hypertext Induced Topic Selection) is a link analysis algorithm proposed by Kleinberg [16] , which is used to rate web pages. The HITS algorithm first constructs a focus sub-graph which has many relevant pages to a query topic. Then it builds a bipartite graph between the authorities and hubs of the web pages within the sub-graph. It assumes that a good hub is a page that points to many good authorities while a good authority is a page that is pointed to by many good hubs. So the values of hubs and authorities can be calculated as the sum of their neighbors in the other set. And a mutual reinforcement process is used to extract the authorities and hubs iteratively. The work [16] proved that if all the initial values were set to be 1 and the vectors of authorities and hubs were normalized by their 2-norm (||*|| 2 ) at each iteration, the algorithm would converge.
The main idea of HITS algorithm is similar with our approach of topic discovery. We compare them on the following two aspects.
First, HITS algorithm is a query-dependent link analysis method. It filters out many authoritative pages relevant to the initial query by text-based searching and builds the sub-graph for the specific query topic at first. Our scheme employs weight-updating co-clustering to coarsely group videos and filter out topic candidates as the first step of topic discovery. Essentially, both of the processes aim to get a relative coherent cluster for the next step. However, due to the different applications -searching vs. discovery, the methods are different: HITS uses text-based searching for pre-known queries while our topic discovery is based on co-clustering for the lack of pre-knowledge.
Second, HITS algorithm and our approach both construct a bipartite graph based on the relative coherent cluster. On the bipartite graph, they have similar assumptions: a good node in one set is linked to other good nodes in the other set. Then a mutual reinforcement process is employed to update the scores of nodes iteratively. Essentially, both of the reinforcement processes utilize the inherent tension that exists within the bipartite graph. But our approach is based on the correlation between two modules -videos and keywords while HITS algorithm relies on only one module -the web pages. Besides, our approach takes account of the initial scores, which is not included in HITS algorithm. If we set α, β to be 0 and normalize the score vectors by their 2-norm (||*|| 2 ) at each iteration time, our reinforcement process will iterate to converge like HITS algorithm. Actually, the initial scores are not very important for topic re-ranking, so they can be removed to assure our reinforcement convergence.
TOPIC TRACKING 5.1 Topic Tracking by Reinforcement Model
The traditional topic tracking methods almost rely on one-way representations, which may fail on web videos for two reasons. First, as the keywords are limited and noisy, the one-way representation for web videos is very sparse. Second, as web videos' content is abundant, the videos annotated with other relevant keywords which are different from pre-defined videos may be not found out (as the example in Section 2). In order to overcome these problems, a bipartite graph reinforcement model, which utilizes the bi-direction correlation between videos and keywords, is proposed in this Section for topic tracking.
The main idea is to propagate the relevance of pre-defined videos and keywords to other relevant ones through the links of the bipartite graph, which can be achieved by transferring the relevant scores from one node to its neighbors. So the relevant scores of each video and keyword can be obtained by a mutual reinforcement as in Equ. (8). 
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where p is transition probability which is used to avoid explosion of relevance values.
Suppose mq videos and nq keywords are pre-defined to belong to the topic. Their relevant scores as in Equ. (9) are initialized to be non-zero and normalized by its 1-norm (||*|| 1 ). 
There are other (m-mq) videos and (n-nq) keywords among which the topic is tracked, whose relevant scores are all initialized to be zero. 
where P V is the transition matrix from videos to keywords while P T is the transition matrix from keywords to videos. They can be obtained from co-occurrence matrix C by Equ. (13). 
The second row means: D r and D c are diagonal matrixes, and their (i; i)-elements equal to the sum of the i-th row and the sum of the i-th column of C respectively. Actually P V and P T are normalized matrixes from C. The reinforcement process converges after a few iteration (about 10 in our experiments) [20] .
The initial scores are very important for topic tracking, because they are the headstream of the propagation. The weights α, β are often set large to indicate more confidence on initial scores.
The reinforcement process for topic tracking works like random walk [1] [6] [23] , which is a kind of methods to rate web pages by estimating how frequently the node will be visited by a random "surfer" on the graph. Random walk assumes that Internet surfers will "random walk" to a web page following the hyperlinks within the current web page, or randomly "jump" to a web page out of the linked set. Random walk with restart (RWR) [6] takes into account the initial scores (the restart node) when ranking the nodes in the graph. Our reinforcement model works like RWR, in which the initial relevant scores are taken account of and the relevance is propagated through the links between videos and keywords iteratively. The main difference is that our model is built on a bipartite graph which indicates the correlation between two modules -videos and keywords.
Comparison with Topic Re-Ranking
The forms of topic re-ranking and topic tracking processes seem very similar. Both of them are based on the bipartite graph between videos and keywords. And they both have the assumption: a good node in one set is connected with other good nodes in the other set. So they utilize a reinforcement model to update the relevant scores iteratively. The major differences between their reinforcement models are put up on two aspects.
First, co-occurrence matrix is normalized in topic tracking while it is not in topic re-ranking.
Second, although the initial relevant scores are taken account of in both of the reinforcement models, they are essential for topic tracking while they can be removed in topic re-ranking.
In fact, the above two formal differences are related to the essences of the two processes described as below.
First, re-ranking is the second step of topic discovery. Before it, our scheme employs the weight-updating co-clustering to filter out topic candidates first. So re-ranking is performed on a relative coherent cluster like HITS algorithm. Most of the videos and keywords in the cluster are relevant to the same topic. So it can be deemed as a topic-dependant re-ranking. And the original links of the bipartite graph are very important which indicate the inherent focus of the topic, thus they can not be normalized. On the other hand, as most of the videos and keywords are relevant to the topic, the initial relevant scores are not so important and they can be set uniformly. The link structure analysis is used to distinguish the relevant degree without initial impact.
Contrastively, topic tracking is performed on a mixed video data set. Most of the videos and keywords are irrelevant to the tracking topic. So they must have different relevant scores to the topic initially. The main idea of topic tracking is to propagate the relevant scores from pre-defined videos and keywords to other relevant ones. The links between videos and keywords indicate the route of propagation, and in order to avoid explosion of relevance they should be normalized to represent the transition probability. We constructed three datasets for different purposes. First, we build a 4-topic data set with ground truth. This data set will be used to compare various proposed approaches and traditional approaches. Second, we use the first 5 days' videos as the data set for topic discovery. We invite 10 participants to do a user study and evaluate the results. Third, we track three most popular topics on the whole 15 days' videos by the bipartite graph reinforcement model, and show interesting observations.
EXPERIMENTS 6.1 Data Set
Effectiveness of Weight-Updating CoClustering
In this experiment, we first manually select about 350 videos on four popular topics as shown in Table 3 . These videos are selected by our pre-knowledge. For example, we know many super girls' names, nicks and also know the popular "web-terms" relative to the topic. Thus we select the videos annotated by any of these words to compose the video set on the topic "Super-girl". In this way, we can get the ground-truth for the following objective evaluation.
Based on the four topics data set with ground-truth, we aim to evaluate two aspects of coarse topic filtering -the effect of weight-updating strategy and the correlation impact. Thus, we produce 3 clustering results by 3 methods: co-clustering without/with weight-updating and K-Means with weight-updating. The weight-updating K-Means method, which is set to compare with weight-updating co-clustering fairly, means that the videos are clustered by K-Means and the keywords' weights are updated in the same way as in Fig. 3 . Golden mic: a show host contest in a university. This topic includes the introduction to the contest, some students' display, etc 26 
In all methods, the video cluster number is fixed to 4. Thus a 4*4 matrix can be obtained as shown in Table 4 . Each row stands for a video cluster while each column stands for a topic. So the entry (Cl, Tp) is the number of videos which belong to topic Tp in cluster Cl. Each row's maximum number is put in bold, which indicates the main topic of the cluster. It's obvious that the weight-updating co-clustering outperforms the other two methods, because 1) its clusters mostly focus on one single topic, and 2) it discovers all the four topics, while the other two methods miss topic 4 due to its small size.
Validating clustering results is a non-trivial task which is also discussed a lot in the work [3] . In our scheme, we evaluate the clustering results through two aspects: 1) one cluster should focus on only one topic; 2) one topic should be concentrated in only one cluster. Thus, considering the former aspect, we first match one cluster to the topic which most of the videos in the cluster belong to. In this way, several clusters may be matched to the same topic. Then considering the latter aspect, from the above matched clusters, we select the one which most of the videos on the topic are concentrated in. Let A(Cl, Tp) be the value of the entry (Cl, Tp) in the matrix above, then the one-one matching from topic to cluster M(Tp) is defined as Equ. (14).
Notice that M(Tp) may be null for some topics. After obtaining the one-one matching, we can calculate the precision and recall of the topics to evaluate the clustering results as Equ. (15) .
where |*| is the number of videos in a cluster or topic. When iteration equals to zero, it means no weight updating. So the results show that one or two rounds of weight-updating can improve the performance significantly. On the other hand, the results also demonstrate that weight-updating strategy can improve the performance of co-clustering, but it can not for the performance of K-Means. That is because the co-clustering utilizes the correlation between videos and keywords. The quality of video clusters can therefore be improved by the affinity of keywords clusters when dealing with the problems of limited and noisy textual information. 
Topic Filtering and Re-Ranking
We do this experiment for two goals. First, we aim to test the performance of coarse topic filtering on complex data set which is composed with many videos on non topics. Second, we want to test the effectiveness of re-ranking method. Thus we use the first 5 days' videos without manually processing as the testing data set.
First, the weight-updating co-clustering method is employed to filter out the topics coarsely. As the coarse filtering step is assigned to provide the "hot" topic candidates, we only select 10 video clusters for evaluation. Video thumbnails are shown in Fig.  8 . Each column represents a cluster and each frame represents a video in the cluster.
As whether a video belonging to a topic is more subjective, we conduct a user study to evaluate the performance. Similar to [26] , the videos in a cluster are classified to three categories: "Relevant", "Somehow Relevant" and "Irrelevant" to the topic. 10 participants, 7 graduate and 3 undergraduate students, are first asked to review the video clusters, and then give each video a score of 1.0, 0.5, 0.0 to measure its relevant to a topic, which represent "relevant", "somewhat relevant" and "irrelevant" respectively. The relative score of video v is defined as the average score of 10 persons, which is represented as AS(v). The precision for the video cluster vc is defined as Equ. (17).
|vc| is the video number in vc. Table 6 shows the 10 video clusters' sizes and precisions, which demonstrate that some significant topics can be filtered out by weight-updating coclustering from the real complex data set.
Then the videos and keywords are re-ranked simultaneously by the bipartite graph reinforcement model. The meaningful keywords with the top 5 rank are selected and shown in Table 6 , which can explain the topic content. The curves of videos' AS changing with the rank are shown in Fig.  9 (we only choose 2 topics to visualize the curves clearly). It demonstrates that re-ranking step is effective and can rank the more relevant videos higher than the less relevant ones, which matches human's judgments.
The average precision [5] is often used to evaluate the effectiveness of ranking.
We compare the AP of clusters with random order and the AP after re-ranking in Fig. 10 . The results demonstrate that the average precision are improved a lot after re-ranking and except the bad video cluster 10, other clusters' average precision can almost arrive at 90%. So it further demonstrates that the bipartite graph reinforcement model can rank more relevant videos higher than less relevant videos.
Topic Tracking
This experiment is done to test the performance of topic tracking by bipartite graph reinforcement model. Thus the whole 15 days' data are used, among which three most popular topics on those days are tracked. The three topics are "Super-girl", "basketball" and "Jay Zhou" as described in Table 3 . For each topic tracking, we input 10 videos and 5 keywords which are deemed to be relevant to the topic. As the size of testing data set is too large, we only check the top 250 results manually. In order to evaluate the bipartite graph reinforcement model's effectiveness, we also employ the traditional tracking method [25] , which represent a video as the vector of keywords and use cosine angle to measure videos' relevant degree to the topic. In order to evaluate the ranking performance of topic tracking, we also calculate the average precision AP of the top 250 videos.
The results in Table 7 show that the AP of bipartite graph reinforcement model is much higher than the one of traditional model on topic "Super-girl", but they are nearly the same on topic "Jay". It indicates that our bipartite graph model can rank topic "Super-girl" better than the traditional model, but it has almost the same ranking on topic "Jay". The reason for this is related to the topics themselves. "Super-girl" is a very broad topic. It includes many super girls' videos, e.g. Li Yu-chun, Zhang Liang-ying, Zhou Bi-chang etc. Although we don't input these super girls' names, the bipartite graph reinforcement model can utilize the correlation between videos and keywords to propagate the relevant score from pre-defined keywords to these relevant ones. However, the topic "Jay" is relative "concentrative", thus the propagation based on the bipartite graph model doesn't make significant sense on it. Fig. 11 shows the top 100 keywords' relevant scores obtained from bipartite graph reinforcement model. It demonstrates that the major keywords for topic "Super-girl" are much more than the ones for topic "Jay", which also proves that "Super-girl" is a "broader" topic than "Jay". That's why bipartite graph reinforcement model works better on "Super-girl" than on "Jay".
In general, the bipartite graph reinforcement model utilizes the correlation between videos and keywords to propagate the textual information and overcome the problems of limited and noisy keywords, so when tracking broad topics, it outperforms the traditional one-way model greatly, not only on higher recall (more videos will be found out), but also on better ranking results. 
CONCLUSION
Most of current solutions of topic detection and tracking were done on news and cannot be directly applied on web videos, because the semantic information of web videos is much less than that of news videos. In this paper, we proposed a bipartite graph model for topic discovery and tracking on web videos. Topic discovery is achieved in two steps -coarse topic filtering and fine topic re-ranking. First, the topic candidates are coarsely filtered by the weight-updating coclustering algorithm, and then the videos on each topic are re-ranked by analyzing the link structures of the corresponding bipartite graph. Topic tracking is also based on the bipartite graph model, and its main idea is to propagate the relevant scores of pre-defined videos and keywords to other relevant ones through the bipartite graph's links. Both of the re-ranking and tracking are implemented as an iterative reinforcement process. The experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of the bipartite graph. It is a bi-direction model that utilizes the correlation between videos and keywords, and works better than the traditional one-direction models. Our future work will focus on dynamic topic refinement, as well as incorporating online users' relevance feedback.
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